This year, for the first time, those who use the MIT parking lots will have to pay $5 for their MIT parking stickers.

Parking sticker fee instituted

By Pat Thompson

MIT has instituted a $5 parking fee for this term, generating over $200 per year and a big towing problem. Harvard University has made a business of its parking, Thompson of the Planning Office.

By not allowing him to participate in the debates along with President Ford and Jimmy Carter, Camejo said, the League and the networks are preventing him from presenting an alternative to Carter and Ford, who he said have basically the same views. "The debates should be called the 'great agreements,'" the socialist candidate insisted.

Camejo said "this business about you can't give equal time because they're going to have 99 people (in the debates) is ridiculous." Because he is the only person other than Ford and Carter on the ballot in enough states to win 250 electoral votes, "the presidency is a possibility. I wouldn't say it is inestimable (that MIT parking fees go up and service decreases) . . . . we could ask some generous donor for a million dollars for a parking facility."